
 

 
2021 Mayo Clinic Humanities in Medicine Symposium  
Engaging Across Disciplines: Toward a Practice of Transdisciplinarity 
Abstract Scoring Rubric 
 
Each proposal will be reviewed by a selection committee using this scoring rubric.  Proposals that are included in the 
symposium will be based on the scoring rubric results and available space.   

 

1. Level of interest to attendees  

1 
Few will find this topic useful or 
relevant 

2 
Many will find this topic useful or 
relevant 

3 
Nearly all will find this topic useful or 
relevant 

2. Originality  

1 
Traditional and predictable, mimics 
ideas borrowed from others and 
reflects minimal original though 

2 
Ideas are unique, although somewhat 
traditional 

3 
Highly innovative, unusual and novel, 
ideas display inventiveness 

3. Clarity  

1 
Thoughts and language presented in 
abstract are difficult to understand 

2 
Most thoughts and language 
presented in abstract are 
understandable, there is room for 
misinterpretation in some places 

3 
Thoughts and language presented in 
abstract are understandable in every 
way; nothing is confusing or 
unexplained 

4.  Multi-disciplinarity    

1 
Proposal is not collaborative and 
represents narrow scope of 
disciplines 

2 
Proposal is collaborative and 
represents narrow scope of 
disciplines 

3 
Proposal is collaborative and 
represents multiple scopes of 
disciplines  

5. Proposal aligns with Symposium learning objectives Yes 
(2) 

Partial 
(1) 

No 
(0) 

Describe methods of enhancing healthcare practices in research, education and patient care 
through transdisciplinary approaches to address complex issues in medicine. 

   

Identify ways in which health humanities and the arts can provide valuable teaching tools for 
health care professionals and students. 

   

Explain how the active experience of the humanities and the arts (history, literature, fine and 
performing arts and others) can improve the experience of health, illness and healthcare. 

   

6. Proposal is likely to lead to a publication that will advance the field of health humanities    

7. Proposal addresses themes of interest    

Peace and Social Justice    

Equity, Inclusion and Diversity    

Impact of medical humanities in the time of COVID19    

Score (total of ALL points for this abstract submission):   

 

 

 


